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 This tool can be used in order to calculate cutting plan by using this plan you can calculate material wastage, waste, and saving to calculate your profit. *The calculation of the tool is done in a very short amount of time, and it can be used if you want to cut multiple sheets of the same material in order to make multiple products. The data that are needed in order to use the tool are the following: **
Sheet's length:** the length of the sheet (in mm) ** Sheet's thickness:** the thickness of the sheet (in mm) *We assume that the sheet's length and its thickness are known, and we have already selected the sheet. The calculation is done by using the formula that is explained below. \[formula:1\] *In this formula, *$\text{Y}_{o}$ is the cutting plan (in mm) that we want to obtain and $\text{X}_{o}$ is

the thickness of the sheet (in mm). [0.49]{} ** Sheet's material:** the material of the sheet (in mm) ** Sheet's width:** the width of the sheet (in mm) *After using the formula we will have the cutting plan in order to cut the sheet. The cutting plan is shown in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are the images of the cutting plan that are obtained by using the tool. Fig. 1. Cutting plan that we get by using
Smart2D Cutting tool. Fig. 2. Cutting plan that we get by using Smart2D Cutting tool. Fig. 3. Cutting plan that we get by using Smart2D Cutting tool. f3e1b3768c
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